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Havel

In my paper I would like to share my experience of 6 years spent on writing biography of

Ivan M. Havel (published in September 2017). Mr. Havel is a Czech scientist, philosopher,

author and, of course, brother of former Czech president Václav Havel. What my book

contains and what it does not – and why? How did I cope with the general expectations

of writing especially about Mr. Havel's relationship with his "famous brother"?

Apart from that I would also like to focus on methodological aspects of a biography

based on oral history recordings particularly on the following topics: a) the relationship

between researcher and narrator in contrast to oral history projects focused primarily

on a chosen topic rather than a person, b) the problematics of shared authority in terms

of interpreting our interviews: is it my book, or ours?, c) the advantages and

disadvantages of using other sources, for example archival sources, personal letters,

diaries, narrator's own scientific and literary works, essays...

And why do I have doubts about starting something similar anytime soon?
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Narration and Life Stories in Literature of Krisztina Tóth

The real social and contemporary historical life circles are depicted and narrated by

Hungarian writer Krisztina Tóth in her short stories (concrete works: Superglue, 2014,

Barcode, 2006, Pixel, 2011). On the one hand, she compiled and completed the stories

with personal elements and experiences, from her childhood and the adult periods. The

unit of the literary works appears as a confession or a diary. In this unit, she presents her

own life, honestly and unbiasedly reveals herself to the readers. On the other hand, she

reflects to the general historical points, for instance the Hungarian socialism, and so the

literary work is modelled as a written history. The author appears and writes as a

historiographer, when she mentions and depicts the contemporary society, the human

behaviour, the characteristic social concerns, or the generational differences. The

narration became an oral commentary or an oral attendance of the author, who shows

over the stories.

In my presentation I try to interpret and analyse the relationships of the private and

'historiographic' aspects in her texts (symbols, signs, authentic delineations). I focus on

the relationships of narration's characteristics and the reality. Inside in, the circle of

returning panels, the authorial method, the composed memory and narration, as well

as the relationship of fiction and reality appear as an integrated world alongside the

authorial expressions. This world can be assessed as tool which mediates this particular

narration type to the reception.
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CONSTRUCTING A BIOGRAPHY

The biography of a Spiritism religion leader, Rino Curti, and the performance of the

centre of religious activities created and directed by him until his death were

constructed using Oral History methodology.

Different oral narrative forms were used to collected data: life histories, life stories and

statements.We worked with complementary sources: written sources, observation of

the center activities and oral sources not created by the researcher as the word of spirits

through incorporated mediums.

The proposal was to do an academic work, free of religious implications.

The leader's life history was collected in many sessions. The initial difficulty was to break

the barrier of a ready speech. The life history of his wife, a powerful medium, was

necessary due to the strong connection with the leader's trajectory.

Life stories of the daughter and board members were collected, as well as statements

from the center's workers, to obtain specific information. Life stories are abbreviated life

histories.

The leader had mediumship of inspiration, it was not the spirits who spoke or wrote

through him. He submitted his writings to the Spiritual Plan that analyzed them

through the mediums, accepting some parts and suggesting modifications and

clarifications in others. When the biography was completed, the text was presented to

the deceased leader's wife to obtain authorization for disclosure. She did not want to

read the text and just observer: "Rino stated that the proceeds of his works were always

donated to the Centre and that observation is not in the book." Really, it was not

included.

It was a difficult analysis, showing that the researcher, who proposes an intellectual

work as exempt as possible, should be open to unpredictable paths. The initial project

change is one of the advantages of the Oral History methodology.
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